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Timeless Secrets for Anyone to Create a Best Possible
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Recently we have witnessed how some companies have accomplished great
success while many others struggle to survive or even fail in the current fastchanging, turbulent environment. Many people, including academic researchers,
have wondered what differentiates the winners from the losers. Although a vast
number of studies on competitive advantage and winning strategies has been
published in the major journals, most studies attempted to find out some success
factors or underlying mechanism of competitive advantages focusing on the case
where the market is already established and consumer behaviors are amassed
as part of big data. Although the results of these studies are useful to maintain
the existing businesses, they do not provide any helpful answers to those who
want to create a new competitive space and a best possible future direction in
their business or career.
The purpose of this article is to provide an answer to that critical question of
why some companies realize great success or a miracle while many others
don’t. This article focused on what and how the great leaders did to create their
best possible future even before a market was established, and therefore no
consumers existed. This article shares valuable insight on how to win big for the
future based on the extensive studies on miracle-making through examining a
great number of business cases and the existing literature on competitive
strategy or miracle-making.
Based on the extensive work, this paper presents the most critical driver for
miracle-making, foresight and the three step process model – (1) sense, (2)
analysis, and (3) imagination and creation. It highlights several case examples
including Samsung and Microsoft with the framework of the three step process.
There are important implications for people who prepare for the future and want
to discover and create their best possible future in their business and career.
Keywords: Miracle-making, Business and Career, Timeless Secrets, Foresight,
Sensing and Imagining, Creating a best possible future
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If you are asked to think of any miracle-like thing or event, what comes into
your mind? What kinds of feeling would you have when you experience that
miraculous performance or event? Awesome! Incredible! Unbelievable! It would be
exciting and special to think about this kind of extraordinary experience rather than
an ordinary or mediocre thing. Do you think the miracle comes simply from luck?
Or, is there any secret or manageable success model or factors? Wouldn’t it be
more exciting to think about any underlying dynamics and any ways to apply it into
what we are doing for our business and career?
My topic in this article is about miracles or miracle-making in business and
career. When I talk about a miracle today, I don’t want to talk about a religious
event or occurrence, which may be attributed to supernatural being (a deity), magic,
a miracle worker, or a religious leader. I just want to talk about unbelievably
spectacular performances or “insanely different” results in business and career,
using Steve Job’s favorite expression (Walter 2011). Sometimes, we witness a
company escape a life-threatening situation, beat the odds, or transform from a
small thing to a great success. Miracles can occur to a country. For example, Korea
was one of the poorest countries in the world in the 1950-60s but has since
transformed into an economically powerful country. Since Korea’s growth has been
unbelievably phenomenal, many people around the world regard it as a miracle and
wonder how that kind of miracle could happen! So, miracles can occur in any areas
or any level, whether in business, government, and career.
Let’s focus on miracles in business and career. What are some examples of
companies that seem to make a miracle in the eyes of beholders? I mean any
examples of companies that started as small or so-and-so brands but transformed
themselves into very successful, profitable, strong brands?
To me, Apple is coming into my mind…Yes, Apple is currently evaluated as the
most valuable company in the world according to Bloomberg BusinessWeek’s
ranking. If you look at its start at the beginning in 1976, however, it was an
unknown start-up that started in a not-fancy garage by a young man, who was just
an unknown, college-dropout not from a super-famous top university. Yes, Steve
Jobs, the founder of Apple was then a young man who dropped out of college
because the tuition was too high for him. After that, he got a job as an intern at a
game company, Nintendo. Many people thought that it might be enough for him to
live a life like that as an employee in a decent company. From the eyes of regular
people, it could be more than enough for an adoptee and college drop out to get a
decent job in a decent company. But, Steve did not choose the course of career as
many regular people would take. Foreseeing some big changes coming to his
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industry of interest, he instead started his own business Apple Computers. At that
time, though, nobody cared about, or paid special attention to Apple.
Apple was a small, no-name company at the start. In the late 1990s, the company
was even on the verge of bankruptcy. But, Apple turned itself around with the iPod
in 2003 and became the number one company in 2007 when it introduced the
iPhone. We can say that a miracle happened to Apple. It is a miracle. No one
expected that the unknown start-up would transform into the world's best brand
even in the time of crisis. Many people think that it is like a miracle! How could
that happen? How could such a small, no-name company transform itself into an
incredibly strong company? How could the young man, who was an adoptee, and
who could have had more complaints, blame, resentment, turn a small start and
even crisis into a huge success?
History contains many other examples of miraculous transformation in
businesses and careers. Nike, Amazon, Louis Vuitton, to name a few.
We can also find many interesting examples in Asia. For example, very
interesting case studies were presented by Top 10 case groups at the special event
in the AAB’s World Asian Case Competition (WACC) on August 12, 2017. They
were wonderful! The Top 10 winning cases were published as a book series, How
Asian Brands Soar (Kim et al. 2018). They are the stories of how Asian companies
such as Huawei and DJ that had started as a small start-up became such a strong
brand! It was awesome to read how Huawei, once a small local phone equipment
seller, turned out to become the China’s number 1 global company in the mobile
phone industry, and how DJI, once a small start-up started in a dorm room in Asia
became the world's number 1 player in the drone industry, which is growing
exponentially as part of the fourth industrial revolution (Huang, Su, Ouyang 2017,
Chin et al. 2017). These stories are absolutely miracles!

Searching for Secrets to Miracle-Makers
How could they make such miracles? Is there any formula, or principles to
making a miracle? Why were they able to create a miracle while others could not?
As shown below in Figure 1, every business and career begins as a small start-up at
a certain time point, but some start-ups make a miracle or great success while many
others do not, becoming a mediocre success or fail. What makes them different?
What secrets are stored in the black-box? Is there any successful formula to help us
to make miracles for our career or business?
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Today, I would like to share valuable tips based on the extensive studies on
miracle-making through examining a great number of business cases and the
existing literature on competitive strategy or miracle-making.
Figure 1.
Why do some companies make a miracle while others do not?
Great or
Miraculous

Black Box

Good or
Average

Failure

A small
start

We examined a vast number of case studies such as Apple, Nike, Amazon,
Samsung, Alibaba, Huawei, etc., with a historical perspective, focusing on the top
companies that have transformed themselves from nothing or mediocrity into
outstanding brands. We also studied theories, principles, articles written by top
scholars and practitioners in the business field such as Peter Drucker (2001),
Chayton Christensen (2003, 2004), Hamel and Prahalad (1989, 1996), Jim Collins
(2001, 2002, 2009, 2012), Kim (2005, 2011, Kim et al. 2015, 2016, 2017) and so
on.
Based on the extensive study searching for the black-box, we could find the
underlying factors that contribute to a great success. A vast number of research
papers has documented that what makes difference between the successful
companies and unsuccessful ones are positioning strategy, differentiation, customer
satisfaction, loyalty, competitive advantage, core competence, ‘crossing the chasm,’
and so on (Chu et al. 2015, Chang et al. 2016, Kim et al. 2017).
Strikingly, however, we found that most existing literature focused on
competitive strategy after a product launch (invisible competition) while many case
studies revealed that competition began far before the product launch (visible
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competition). We found that there exists a so-called ‘invisible competition’ that is
very critical to a miracle-making because without it ‘visible competition’ cannot
contribute to the miracle-making in the period of product competition. As
documented in Kim (2005, 2011) and Kim et al. (2013, 2015, and 2016), the major
key factors can be organized into the five stage of competition for making a
miracle for business and career (Figure 2).
Figure 2.
Inside the black box–The five stages of competition for making a miracle.

The three major stages, Early market leadership, Major market Leadership, and
‘At the top’ Leadership, are about ‘visible competition’ while the first two major
stages, Marketing Foresight and New Power Building, are ‘invisible competition.’
Our review of both theories and case studies confirmed that among the five key
factors, marketing foresight is definitely the most important factor for making a
miracle, or a great success. It is like planting a seed. Without it, trees or fruits
cannot be expected to grow. Marketing foresight has been shown to be very critical
even for maintaining the ‘At the top’ leadership. There, it allows a company or
leader to find new areas to pursue to maintain their business or make their business
even stronger. If they lose their focus on foresight and become preoccupied with
their profits from existing businesses and products, they are doomed to fall.
In this article, therefore, I will focus on the number 1 success factor, marketing
foresight. I will describe what it is, and what the 3 key steps to follow are, how the
miracle-makers employed the steps, and finally how we apply the model to make
our business or career a miracle!
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Foresight:
The number 1 Contributor to Miracle-Making
The first and the most important concept of competition for miracle-making is
foresight! The miracle-makers in business and career are masters in foresight
competition. Yes, they see what is coming before it comes. Steve Jobs of Apple saw
in advance that personal computers would be very useful in the mid 1970s. Jeff
Bezos of Amazon foresaw that the Internet would allow people to browse and buy
the books they want anytime and anywhere. Frank Wang of DJI sensed that
unmanned flying machines would bring enormous potential for the future when he
was working on his final year project, a remote controlled helicopter, as a computer
engineering major at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. The
miracle-makers foresee what is coming to the areas of their business or career (Chu
et al. 2015, Chang et al. 2016, Kim et al. 2017).

What it is?
Marketing foresight is foreseeing future market opportunities before they occur,
and choosing one best possible future, among them, as the best choice. Foreseeing
goes beyond just predicting or forecasting what change will occur in an industry
within 5 or 10 years, but imagining how to make the best out of it if that change
happens! Trends or disruptive events in major areas such as technology,
demography, regulation, lifestyle, and so on will change industry structures and
boundaries and create new competitive spaces, which will shape the size and form
of the future opportunities (Kim 2016, 2011).
Any business or career that fails to foresee and does not prepare itself for the
coming opportunities or threats will be doomed to fail. Many well-established or
even once-invincible companies can fail if they are preoccupied with their own
success or making improvement on their existing businesses or products and fail to
see the changes that the small signals of the major trends can bring in the near
future.

Three Step Process
Then, how can we achieve outstanding foresight for our business and career?
Are there any important steps to follow? Yes, there are three important aspects of
foresight to enhance our level of foresight. Those three are (1) Sensing, (2)
Analyzing, and (3) Imaging and creating, as shown in Figure 3.
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1) Sensing is the step that involves catching or sensing a great future
opportunity from a small signal of future change or trend. It is to identify
major changes that can bring a big impact on the industry of interest. In
mid 90s, for example, Jeffrey Bezos of Amazon sensed that then a small
signal of Internet would bring a totally different change into the book or
publishing industry.
2) Analyzing is the step that involves examining the impact in further detail
to see how the changes will shape one's industry as well as its neighboring
industries and also consumer behaviors, etc. Foreseeing future
opportunities does not end at catching the signals of approaching changes;
the next step is to analyze how the changes will impact one's industry and
consumer expectation in detail (Ha 2015).
3) Finally, Imagining and creating is the step that involves imagining the best
possible futures for your business and career and choosing the best one to
pursue. Foreseeing the future opportunities are not merely predicting the
industry’s changes caused by the trends or discontinuities, but it is also
picturing the best possible future your company can achieve and making a
choice for action.
Figure 3.
Kim’s Model of Marketing Foresight – The Three Step Process
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How to Apply the Three Steps to Making a Miracle
Merely understanding the concept and the process involved without practice is
not enough for winning against major competition. We need to know how to apply
the three step model to winning foresight competition or making a miracle in our
business and career. We will focus on key questions to ask to sense, analyze, and
imagine and create to make a miracle so that you can really jump start to go for
creating your own best possible future in your business and career.

The First Step: Sensing
It is very important to sense the trends or discontinuities that will significantly
affect your business or career. Currently, many changes are occurring in the fields
of technology, population, law, lifestyle, education, and even art and design as the
fourth industrial revolution brings many different types of innovation that have
never existed (Ford 2016, Schwab 2016, 2018, Kim 2016). Out of these, you need
to look for the ones that will heavily affect your field and business. These 10X
factors may form in various places from various angles, so be open to increase
sensitivity.
The world’s top companies show extreme focus on catching the signals of 10X
factors, which can entirely change the company’s destiny. Andy Grove, the former
president of Intel who coined the term, ‘10X changes or 10X factors,’ argued that
companies should always be in the action to catch signals of upcoming changes, to
the point of paranoia. As part of his sensing, Grove was able to identify the Internet
as a 10X factor for Intel in the 90’s and the mobile change as another later at the
beginning of the millennium (Grove 1999).
Small and big changes are always happening around us. Often, small changes
hint the coming of giant changes. But, these important signals tend to be hardly
detected, buried by the many news articles reporting entertainment and gossips.
Even when these signals are properly caught, it is difficult to tell whether they are
an indicator of 10X changes.
The current changes in AI, robot, social media, and mobile devices affect not
only computer or electronic industries, but also multiple other fields, such as solar
energy, battery technology, telemedicine, art and design (Kim 2016, Ford 2016,
Park 2013). The winners will be the ones who sense and identify those 10X
changes factors to the field in which they are interested. Then, they can prepare
their wings to dominate these new markets that are coming. Such examples include
Apple, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Samsung, and also recently surging Asian
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brands such as Alibaba, Tencent, Huawei, BYD, DJI, and so on. Refer to the How
Asian Brands Soar series for more details (Kim 2015, 2016, and 2017, Chu et al.
2015).
How can we improve our sensing ability to identify the trends or discontinuities
that will cause big impacts on the industry of interest? To find out the 10X factors,
the world’s top companies, the miracle-makers, try to answer the following
questions:
- What are the new trends or discontinuities (the 10X factors) that will impact the
fields of your business or career? Can you sense the small, low flow of signals
of big changes that will change your destiny?
- Can you list the 5 to 6 main 10X signals out there?
- Why and how can the trends and discontinuities influence our business?
- Can you feel the impact the trends and discontinuities will bring? Can you feel
the damage you will receive when not properly prepared for the coming
changes?
- On the contrary, can you feel the potential future opportunity that will come if
you prepare?
If you cannot answer these questions clearly, your company’s destiny is already out
of your hands, and it belongs to your competitors (Grove 1999, Tichy and Sherman
1994, Kim 2005, 2016).

The Second Step: Analyzing
Foreseeing future opportunities does not end at catching the signals of
approaching changes; ordinary people may sense that something is coming, but
they tend to not do a systemic analysis of its impact. Many of them would rather
focus on the negative side of those changes for their job security or welfare. They
just listen to what the media predict about the future prospect.
However, extraordinary people, the miracle makers, go further to analyze how
the changes will impact their industry of interest. They systematically analyze how
the 10X factors will influence their business and how they will create new spaces
of competition or new competitive advantages for their own future.
For the analysis step to be really helpful, the following questions should be
considered. The questions are mostly business-related, but you can replace the
word “business” with another entity if applicable, for example, career, organization,
family, etc.
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- What kinds of changes will occur to our main business and also its related
businesses if a certain trend is continued?
- As the related businesses are affected, what influences will they have on our
main business?
- How will the relationships between related businesses or industries change?
- How do customers’ wants or demands change, and how will the product designs
change to match them?
- What services will gain significance, and what resulting competitive spaces will
arise?
- Then how will the competition change?
- Which new competitors will show up? Who are the ones to accelerate the
changes? Who are the ones to stand by for the time being? Is there any chance
that a new leader will arise in the competition? Who would it be?
The focus of the analysis step should be on evaluating the future opportunities
and how customers will change (Ratchford 2015). If you cannot find the new
competitive space where you can excel to create real value for customers, the
winning chances become slim. In the early 2000s, Apple showed excellence in
occupying a new competitive space in the fledgling mp3 market. At that time, Iriver and Samsung were the market leaders that initially drove the new mp3 market.
While I-river and Samsung pioneered the market, they failed to identify
competitive spaces for the customer demands of the major global market
(especially US), allowing Apple to introduce the iPod to win the US market. The
two early leaders were ‘gone with the wind’ from the market.

The Third Step: Creating or Imagining
Foreseeing future opportunities are not merely analyzing and predicting the
industry’s changes caused by the trends or discontinuities, but it is also picturing
the best possible future your company can achieve. It really is an imagination
game! For example, Bill Gates attributed Microsoft’s success to his imagination
about new opportunity coming to the computer industry. He could imagine that the
computer industry would change from the main-frame computing to minicomputing or even PCs and from hardware to software. Microsoft started its
business when he and his friend Paul Allen decided to take advantage of the future
opportunities. They not only sensed that computing power was a 10X factor and
analyzed the future impact to the computer industry, but they went beyond to the
most important step to imagine and create the best future market they are destined
to excel.
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The world’s best companies, the miracle-makers, tend to maximize their success
by fully applying their strengths and passions to reach the imagined future. Before
they decided on the future market to join, they went over what they could do best
and what they loved to do.
To make the imagining and creating step really helpful, you should consider the
list of questions as below.
- What are some future opportunities that can be formed by the changes driven by
trends or discontinuities? Imagine as many future opportunities as you can.
- Do you see any potential for future opportunity in one of the trends or changes
that most people regard as a big threat with fear and avoidance? Do you see an
opportunity hidden in a coming threat or crisis?
- Out of the possible future opportunities, what is the one that you can create
best? Is that future the one to take you far?
- Does that future opportunity let you apply your strengths to the full extent? Is it
something you can do best?
- Is this future opportunity something you want to give your best shot at? Is it an
adventure worth the effort? Can you risk the fate of your company to go for it?
Is that opportunity something to die for?
- Lastly, is this future opportunity something that nobody has attempted before?
Does it have the potential to create values for people from all corners of the
world?
This is truly the most important stage. Many ordinary leaders are preoccupied
with the so-called left-brain thinking, prediction or forecasting, ignoring the rightbrain thinking, imagination or creative thinking. Extraordinary leaders, the miraclemakers, however, based on their sensing and analysis, create and imagine the best
possible future for themselves. They don’t stop after analyzing; they apply their
creativity and imagination to compete for the future. The creative process will
allow you and your crew to take the highest flight.
In sum, if you want to find a best possible future for your business or career, you
should go one step further. You should imagine and create the best possible futures.
If you do this for yourself, you can create and control your own destiny. If you
don’t, somebody else control your destiny (Tichy and Sherman1994). Remember,
the future fully unlocks itself when imagination and creativity are added on top of
sensing and analyzing.
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Case Examples of How Miracle-Makers Applied the Three-Step Process
of Foresight Competition
How could Samsung win over Sony in early 2000s? The success of Samsung
against Sony, then-undisputed number one company, can also be explained by
Samsung’s foresight. If you look at the history, in the mid 1990s, Samsung was far
behind Sony. Samsung was a so-and-so company while Sony was the no#1
company in the world. Many people believed that it would take at least 20 years for
Samsung to catch up Sony or that it would never catch up because Sony was
invincible and grew faster than any other companies including Samsung. But what
happened in the early 2000s? Samsung overtook the leadership to become the
no#1! A miracle occurred. How? Samsung foresight was better than Sony’s. In a
quest to overcome Sony, Samsung foresaw that there would be a change from
analog to digital, tethered to un-tethered (or mobile), etc. I still remember what Mr.
Yoon, the CEO of Samsung at that time, was telling me in an interview when I
asked how Samsung was able to win over Sony. He said, “Change or paradigm
shift provides opportunity for 2nd or 3rd or even the last, but threats for the 1st”
(kim2011).
He continued, “Yes, we sensed something was coming (or 10X changes or
paradigm shift, according to Mr. Yoon), and analyzed the impact of the 10X
changes to the industry Samsung wants to focus on, and, most importantly,
imagined (or created) a best-possible future. Based on our foresight, we focused on
“our own best areas” such as semi-conductors and mobile phone. Then, something
that we had never fathomed occurred! Yes, a miracle happened!”
Let’s move on to another case example. Who is the richest man in the world?
Yes, Bill Gates. How did he become richest person in the world? There might be
several different answers. Bill Gates himself said, “There was luck. But, if I am
asked to state the most important reason, if any, that is what I saw in advance what
is coming in the computer industry.” He attributed his success more to the foresight,
or his vision about future, than anything else!
As you know, he was a Harvard student when he met his idea of destiny in 1975.
He was listening to a special lecture about the future of computing. The speaker
was talking about Moore’s law, “computing power becomes double every 18
months.” At that very moment, he sensed something big coming!
Indeed, Bill Gates’ foresight can be highlighted with the three step process:
Sense, Analyze, and Imagine and Create. First, he sensed something, a big change
or a paradigm shift from main-frame computers to micro-computers (or even to
PC). Second, he analyzed the impacts and implications to the industry he was
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interested in. Third, most importantly, he imagined that small computers, not
mainframe computers, would be used by most people, and consequently the
software or operating system for PC would be critically needed. “That is it. That is
what I want to do, that is what I can do best, that is what can provide best values
for people,” he said.
You know the rest of the story. He dropped out and started his own business with
his friend in his garage. He planted the seed of foresight for fruits of miracles. Five
to six years later, the first miracle happened; Microsoft DOS was first introduced
inside the IBM PC! The rest of the story of how the company became the no#1
company is history, even beating IBM, then-invincible no#1 company in the world.
Bill Gates became the richest man in the world. He knew how to apply foresight
into what he was doing in his career or business.
Recent examples includes Huawei, DJI, Pilip+Inna, Chow Tai Fook, CJ Group,
China Mengniu Dairy, Innisfree, PT XL Axiata, based on the stories of Top 10
winning cases featured in How Asian Brands Soar 3 (Kim et al. 2017). Tencent’s
WeChat, BYD, Flipkart, Lenovo, Dalian Wanda Group, Li-Ning, Muji, BreadTalk,
Orion, Garuda Indonesia also showed that their success would not have been
possible without their outstanding foresight - sense, analysis, and imagination
about what is coming and its impact on their own future (Kim et al. 2016).

Resurrecting from the Dead as a Miracle-Maker
Many case examples also show that even a phenomenally successful company
can fall if it loses its foresight. Yahoo, once a very foresightful company, fell to
Google as it focused on making profit from its existing platform, losing sight of
what was coming and ability to create its own best possible future. The same thing
happened to Sony, once the undisputed number 1 company in the consumer
electronics industry when Samsung challenged Sony with indomitable will upon
foresight. The list can go on including Nokia, Toms, and so on. These examples
illustrate that even a successful company can fall if it loses its foresight.
Interestingly, some companies who lost their leadership are coming back as new
miracle makers by regaining their foresight. For example, Sony and Nokia are
coming back as new miracle makers. Those companies who learned the lesson at
very high costs realized that they could return and create their best possible future
if they resume their foresight competency – if they can sense, analyze, and
furthermore, imagine and create! They must have learned possibly the most
valuable lesson on how to create their best possible future with foresight, anytime
and anywhere!
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Summary and Conclusion
If you understand and practice the three step model, Sensing, Analyzing, and
Imagining & Creating, you can start a miracle. It is like planting a seed for fruits of
miracles for your career or business.
That is one of the reasons why the Academy of Asian Business (AAB) was
formed as an international academic association that focuses on Asian businesses
and consumers. AAB cares about what is coming next in Asia, and seeks
implications for our business, career, and research. To share this with others, we
organized the panel session about the ultimate subject of what is happening and
coming next every conference. AAB’s official journal, Academy of Asian Business
Review (AABR) also has featured the same issue of what is happening and coming
next in Asia (Chu et al. 2015, Chang et al. 2016, Kim et al. 2017) Why? Without
outstanding foresight, no business and career can win in today’s fast-changing,
turbulent world, especially in conjunction with the fourth industrial revolution. As
shown in the literature and case studies, especially featured in How Asian Brand
Soar series and Academy of Asian Business Review (AABR), so many new
businesses and careers arise, grow, and even thrive. Alibaba, Samsung, Tencent,
Huawei, BYD, DJI, Uniqlo and so on are all examples of miracle-makers that
followed the three step process of foresight.
Do you foresee what is coming? Can you sense a change? Can you analyze it?
And can you imagine your best possible future, identify a best possible business
market or career area where you are destined to be successful or to make a miracle
and soar?
I foresee that through the Academy of Asian Business (AAB) and World Asian
Business Case Competition (WACC), many, many miracles are coming for you in
your careers, businesses, and research. You are the miracle makers! Let’s sense,
analyze, and most importantly, let’s imagine and create the future, instead of just
passively accept what is given to us. Let’s plant a seed today for miracles for the
future.

Miracle-Making in Business and Career
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